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Being Creative makes you Think

'
.. ..
' then it's good.
If "Senior Moments" gets you to smile or nod,
.·

Creating is stimulating. Getting a new Idea turns us on.- All
I have to do is direct my attention to creating, and I produce.
I always carry a pencil and paper with me wherever I go.
In a fleeting second I could look at an existing product, and
my mind turns to constructive change. Just for the fun and
novelty. I usually come up with something new. It does not
have to be practical. Let the innovative master minds develop
it further.
It pleases me, and it could please you very easily.
I know that there is some merit to my thousands of Original
Ideas. Those who are gifted with their hands and inventive
can carry the ideas forward.
Those who are handicapped, in a nursing home, confined to
their homes -- or have idle time - are now able to use their
minds in a different way. Just by thinking novelty. Look at
magazine and newspaper ads. Check your car over. Check
out a new room as you enter. One after another. Surely you
can think of a new slant, write it down, collect them. It will
occupy you mind and bring you comfort.
These ideas are all new to me, and there was never my intent
to use someone else's creations. So use them if you wish,
they are Free from me to you. But if you want to produce
any one or more of them, please go thru the proper procedure
to achieve them as your own.
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A filter rag, color of car, to wipe away small dents.
Why can't toilet seat be higher, along with normal seats?
How about drinking coffee with a cover. To sip with a straw.
NBA players have to wear eye protection. No fouls to head under basket.
A sensitive shield around car, to worn passengers of impact.
When car crosses red light, the sensitive hom sounds.
When car crosses red lighL, oncoming green light is delayed.
Baseball should have black stitching.
No labels on baseball bat. Will not split.
Just wash front of car and windows. That's enough.
Automatic car wash can charge less for above.
Walker w/rotating legs. Hold on, exercise feet. Move easier.
Squeeze walker together for narrow lane, hold on, more exercise.
Scrubber moves around patio by itself, scoping up grass growth.
Your watch alerts you to take shower, exercise, whatever.
Plug-in on wall with large and small holes, can accommodate small prongs.
Small LED flashlights all around your house.
Squeeze one slide of prong for larger/smaller insert into outlet.
When you select shirt to wear for night, raise collar, wrinkles removed.
Hanger for shirt and pants also holds tie to match.
Hanger can stretch shirt collar if getting too tight.
Go into new car place to see what's new on dashboard.
Can "Heaven" be in your favorite chair, when at peace with deceased mate?
A tree which is dying, no leaves. Artificial flowers on trunk.
Additional mirrors on side mirrors of car to alert you if they are too close.
Steel rod between doors of car, to lessen impact of crash.
Rubber bumpers in front and back of car. Same color.
Sleep should be happy before and after. If bad dreams, could be the medicine.
A glass case can hold two pair of ladies glasses.
A stump of tree can be sculpted to look like dog, cat, w/kittens.
A rolling pin to exercise feet at foot of favorite chair.

IDEAS - JUNE 5, 2009
11,232. Thicker base at bottom of sneakers, 1" thick, you' ll walk floating.
233. The backboard of your bed adjusted for reading.
234. Wall clock, if batteries go dead, press flexible center to restore.
235. Psychologist should give patient up-to-date recording, for help later on.
236. Headache perhaps can be cured with magnetic cap.
23 7. Your peace of mind in special heavenly room, can join your deceased mate.
238. Customer pays .25c to get into special hardware/technology department.
239. How to clear, purify air in airplane Walkway? To destroy bombs.
240. Pin number for credit cards worn on bracelet, not obvious.
241, Radio/T.V. ads run quickly after another. Should be music between.
242. Fire-retardant brick pads at edge of roof, when roof installed.
243. Sticky pads around kitchen table, when eating, holds down water, coffee.
244. Combination hanger and 2" plastic to protect clothes in closet/
245. Mend a pants hem w/crazy glue or tape.
246. Two buttons next to each other to tighten or loosen men's pants in center.
257. Arms of Walker can be extended higher. Allows Senior feels like walking.
258. A light walker with a seat, uses small motor to get going.
259. Lady in wheelchair able to dance with man, both holding onto cane.
260. Senior walking behind wheelchair can push wheelchair up steps.
261. Heaven's closet. For every senior to enter with joy.
262. A extra car key, carried in purse or man's pants, as money clip.
263. Double four prongs on fork to help seniors with tremor.
264. Activate finger muscles before picking up water, coffee to avoid tremor.
265. Every nursing home, or senior living center, should have a "Heaven Room".
266. A blazing, blinking light atop cap when boat sinks. In life-saving raft.
267. Beacon and SOS from life rafts, and life preservers.
268. Every time an airplane leaves, they should be tracked every minute.
269. The Bible in sections. To be read in sections.
270. A stronger light bulb next to your favorite chair.
271. A near by ship should know if another boat is sinking.
272. Cuddle socks fit inside taller sneakers to keep feet warm.
273. Men wear a colorful Dickey, if they leave shirts open.
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A colorful trail when a plane goes down in the desert. Lights up at night.
When a small ship sinks, rescue beacons & signals stay aloft to help rescue.
Ladies to whiten their teeth before going out.
Hair growth, curly, for men in back of head. Could be artificial.
Ladies lips look puffy and full when they go out. Special lipstick.
Ladies magnetic bracelet looks like same necklace or earrings.
M~n wear ladies support hose up to knees, for circulation.
Is drinking tea 6 cups, the same as necessary drinking water?
A niche for cremated couple in cemetery. The design is heavenly.
Wear doctor's thin rubber gloves to reduce tremor when eating.
Special toe protective socks. Also heavier at metatarsal.
Small portable exerciser from chair. No sneakers, just socks.
Three-steps high stool can be reduced for foot stool.
A 5-gallon bucket can be reduced to 4-3-2-gallons.
A metal ladder, the steel rod holding it open could also be at bottom.
Pouch when buying paint brushes could be used to stop drips.
A sand paper fist and fingers.
A sponge mop. A narrow hose to sprinkle water into it from handle.
Paper towels come in two thicknesses.
A huge wheelbarrow with a spring to tilt contents. No lifting.
The huge tray in wheelbarrow lifts from the handles.
A thinner rake to shovel dirt, closer together.
When merchants sell big, fat sandwiches they should also give a fork.
McDonald's should also add hot soup with soda rack. A large heavier cup.
Seniors playing ball can wear bands around forehead to block sweat, like NBA.
Try sleeping on two pillows, with neck pillow.
During a storm, the side railings open of a small boat, additional sidings raised.
Ladies, put on man' s undershirt, no sleeves, to sleep in.
For seniors, double-layered toilet paper shaped like a glove. Easier cleaning.
Wrist-reliefbandage to wear playing pool or billiards.
Slip-on socks can be fastened on top to wear going to bed.
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Loosen top button of pants when eating. It slips off to another button.
Friendly social game of poker, you can see one of opponents cards.
Special way to play poker: hold your Ace higher up, alerting opponents.
Wheelchair can lean back to take a nap.
Exercise with straps in wheelchair.
Also exercise in bed, if confined.
Ladder anchored on roof for safety before coming down.
The purpose of exercise in wheelchair is to get patient standing up.
Ladies to carry keys, credit cards, etc., under cuffs of winter jackets.
If any cars backing up, there should be a loud sound.
Energetic, full length socks to keep seniors ballroom dancing.
A fire-proof drawer in desk to protect valuable papers, etc.
Ladies fancy eye glasses arch like eyebrows.
Magic chair: pain anywhere can get relief by pressing a button.
A calendar "Senior Moments." Two years, different days, not to discard.
In large shopping parking lot, write down location of your car.
Arch your front door.
Side of the glass frames could be fancy, easy to put on.
A quick reading of your blood pressure before sleep, and awakening.
To avoid elbow pain holding C-phones. How?
If I'm generous with people, why not be generous to myself?
If ladies comfort shoes can be stretched in the middle, why not in front.
A paper shredder in kitchen, under shelves. Easy to destroy unwanted mail.
Commercial young ladies should speak on the phone with louder speaker.
Answering machines should have volume control to hear recording.
Talk slower when giving phone numbers. More seconds to write down.
Comer of bed you sleep near, has a grip to get you up and out of bed.
A large mirror descending back of car downwards. Needed for backing up.
A neutral color, or fancy in center (nose) of female glasses.
If constantly in wheelchair, remove foot rest and try standing.
Tail pipe curved under wheels of car. With liquid in pipe, can stop pollution.

IDEAS JUNE 16, 2009
11,336. Try any dandruff over sink in bathroom, with just a little water.
337. Toilet supports for seniors, each side of toilet holds toilet paper.
338. Taking marriage vows, if there is a divorce, money goes to kids & old folks.
339. A cane with a spring to lift seniors out of chairs.
340. Small swivel seat in shower. You can turn around.
341. Man in a hurry after breakfast, stuck in traffic, wears 3 tight shorts for do-do.
342. Driving alone in traffic, man can pull pants down & has wiper near by.
343. Have rubber gloves in compartment to wipe yourself also.
344. Train your lady dance partner with certain words, to do your steps.
345. If you train your mind to be creative, you'll never grow old.
346. In public restroom, press a red light button to get toilet paper.
347. If no tissues for toilet seat, sit on porcelain.
348. Large bar of soap for continual use in shower.
349. Tea bags used in hot cup, then restored in plastic for further use.
350. If worn out leather glove for gardening, back-up fingers atop glove.
351. Cardigan sweater sleeves can extend to make gloves.
352. The pillow you sleep on has pockets for your hands.
353. If back bothers you during sleep, curl into foot pillow differently/stretching.
354. When sleeping, if pain in the back you must learn to tum other way.
355. Cut the toes open with socks you wear to bed. Toes got room to move.
356. Holes in man's belt can be~, apart, held by elastic, opens when eating.
357. Wear Thinking Cap in Mall. Come up with many new ideas.
358. Car brake pedal higher and fatter.
359. Any shoe stretch in front can be elongated.
360. Popular dance studios should plug Anniversary, Birthday, dance couples on tape.
361. Dance clubs in Sun City should have shoe elongation.
362. Must learn to wiggle toes for foot circulation.
363. As kids get older using Cell phones all the time, is probably the cause of divorce.
364. A back support for men, starting on shoulders down to waist.
365. Two credit cards in two thin wallets. If one is stolen, quickly call credit card co.
366. A curve at end of nail file, for alternate use.
367. While the car is parked, perhaps the car can stabilized and replenish performance.
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If playing poker and you're dealt a deuce, with no pair, ask for another card.
If wallet or purse stolen, everything dissolves before thief can use credit cards.
Try loosen shoe laces for a different feel.
There is more to worry about the world today, even with a peaceful mind.
Towel rack on wall warms up in a minute or two, so you can have warm towel.
Rub you chest, neck, armpits with soap & water brush. No shower.
Before sleep, put eyeglasses in special case. Change colors of frames often.
A full lip for ladies. Lip pencil outlines full lips.
A back roller in bed before sleep, with ointment, to relieve back.
Warm, cozy socks at bedtime, or nap.
Warm pillow also between legs at nap/bedtime.
Can shoemaker staple/nail a pad where heels are worn out?
Light flashes on ceiling just before bed to show cars, boats, planes. To invent.
Soon as you wake up, forget your dreams, pick up a magazine to look at.
Old age not to be dismissed. It's a positive.
If old senior tells Dr. about pain, Dr. should be able to show film on laptop.
A large umbrella can be used as a cane.
Take a cushion from outdoor chair, sit on it, with feet in home pool.
Extra weight material embedded in Old Glory, so it wont tangle.
American owl scares off winged pests, by opening wings.
Alongside watch on your wrist, 50 digital photos of your family to look at.
Bicycle seat can be lowered for safety at slower speed. You'll feel safe.
Steering handles for bicycle can be lowered for ladies. Legs closer to ground.
No shoe laces for sneakers. The tongue underneath is Velcro, pulling sides.
No rubber wheels on bicycle. Made of light metal/foam. Go slow. No flats.
Cut many pieces of pizza slices, smaller for children, center for adults.
Wash outside of pane windows only. Inside is usually decorative.
A certain size cookie on top of cup of coffee. Fits. No spills. For water also.
Picture of deceased spouse on white towel in bathroom. Wash face & hands.
In shower, you·can have water spray on body for a few minutes, then water.
If outdoor bell don' t ring, keep pressing for front door ring.

IDEAS - JUNE 23,2009
11,399. Can you scrap a chip in car window with special rough cloth?
400. Major colorful design in your tile kitchen floor. Less dirt spots.
401. Some people actually "feel death" for a moment. Then comes blessing of life.
402. Urinate more often if you have prostate problems.
403. Toy couple on kitchen table automatically show 100 dance steps. WOW!
404. Programmed, above, can stop- hesitate - to write down new steps.
405. Dathtub has a rime to grip getting out, for seniors.
406. Ground beef steak burger in frankfurter bun. No franks.
407. "I have developed 50 original dance steps." So can you (or watch me).
408. You and dance partner make a DVD. Show to children, grandparents, etc.
409. Use front wheels of Walker going up stairs. Not back wheels.
410. Tinted sunglasses on top only.
411. Ladies sun visor with pocket to slip glasses into when not needed.
412. So much wasted material is seen on hooks in super-drug store.
413. At home, when answering machine is not clear or low, put on amplifier.
414. A higher chair next to bathtub to help lift yourself out.
415. A suction broom, small vacuum, to clean carpets.
416. Bedridden war veterans can also be stimulated to create new Ideas.
417. Dance teacher should instruct men to lead their partners with their left hand.
418. A mirror in back of fridge, to see what's there.
419. Floral window decals cover small dents in car.
420. Or, rough side of sponge to clean car dent, then spray on color of car.
4 21. A small omelet pan fits in middle of larger frying pan.
422. Back of every chair should support your back.
423. Sturdy step-up stool with tall grip handle. Can be lowered into stool.
424. Flexible mat in front of kitchen sink, gel in center, to clean kitchen with foot.
425. Angled cushy seat to place atop of kitchen chair, to help back.
426. A dog's sensitivity to trouble should be transferred to the officer. How?
427. The roof of a house should be fire- retarded, so flames don't shoot up.
428. A rape victim should go to Emergency to be cleaned and baby- free.

IDEAS - JUNE 26, 2009
11,429. Iron grip applied to small ladies purse.
430. When ladies enter car alone in parking lot, check area before opening door.
431 A full likeness of deceased at funeral service.
432. A larger keyboard for seniors.
433. Waiter should ask customer in if they order meat, should fat be removed.
434. Fifty-two ballroom dance step shown on deck of cards.
435. Small funnel to fill containers can be lwisled lu larger size.
436. Yellow smiling face, flavored, atop of hamburger.
437. Bring recording of deceased favorite songs when you visit grave.
438. A chip at graveside, hit button, plays favorite songs and many pictures.
439. Ceiling fan throws off a lovely scent into your bedroom before sleep.
440. Waiting room chair should have handbag caddy to hold purses.
441. White leather bag has picture of Bible on both sides. To stop theft.
442. Emergency red phone to call policeman at Mall.
443. When backing out of garage, a large assortment of lights should flash.
444. Wash beer/soda cans before drinking.
445. funeral home duplicates voice of loved one when visiting grave. Press button.
446. Can special dictionary glasses hone in on page and word looking for?
447. Why can't levees be raised in time of flooding?
448. Another watch/band next to the one you have: pictures, errands, phone#, etc.
449. Curved cane in center can be picked up by foot.
450. Adjustable, slide up prongs on cane, to allow center pointer as needed.
451. Fashion support nylon knee-high fur men with leg circulation problems.
452. Favorite three or four socks washed separately in sink.
453. Butterfly magnets to cover slight damage on car, pasted down firmly.
454. A very slim computer on cover of dictionary, t:,Yives you accurate spelling.
455. Ladies classy high heels, when dancing, top should have straps for heeL
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Wheelbarrow springs load from metal tray.
On the Internet, a deck of cards w/maJe/female ballroom dancers doing 52 steps.
When you step on large ladder the bottom supports for safety.
Faucet on kitchen sink can add more purified drinking water.
Towel rack for upside down drinking glasses in kitchen.
Watch on wall clocks rings every 45 minutes for you to stand. Circulation.
When golf cart parks, red light goes on to remind driver to remove key.
CaH Recreation Center if problem in home. 7/24 to provide you w/heip.
When locked out of car, you special magnet on key chain to slip into rear door.
Gas stations should also be locksmiths.
Ladies eyes sparkle. That's enough. Their teeth don't have to be white.
Ladies brush hair back & touch nothing. Smile or pull hair down by hand.
If cop pulls suspicious car to stop, he should stay in back of his open door.
Heavier wrist band for stronger billiard shot.
Liquid toothpaste to rinse mouth, before using toothbrush.
Dip Xmas brush into toothpaste before scrubbing between teeth.
So many sprays & muscle rubs for arthritis, use 2 at same time.
Flick the .m irror outside your car and you get a wider view.
When building home, total of 4 electrical outlets. Next to each other.
When building home, every apparatus on Intemet, to help buyer.
Creativity: write lyrics for a song for young and old to understand.
A small portable radio attached to C-phone, or separated on man's belt.
Children's deck of cards (animals). Also show pictures ofMom & Dad.
Children's dominos show states on one, capitals on other tiles.
Fitted bowel covers for leftovers have pieces of paper to write date & item.
Wear thermal gloves on your feet, when over night hiking.
Make eye glasses bigger and bolder. Frames decorated for men/women.
Buy 3-4 McDonald's hamburgers to bring home. Store in freezer, Microwave.
A small pedal at bottom of gas pedal to use less gas, go slower.
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A small American flag atop lamp shades in home.
Two small zipper pockets outside ladies purse for C-phone, radio.
Eye glass chain matches necklace for ladies.
Printed atop man's cap, "At my age, I'm blessed w/Creativity."
Or, "I can't remember the good times I had."
Artificial 6" battery-operated candle with flowers around base.
A scrubber roller sponge for bathtub/shower to clean feet.
When button tails off shirt/sweater, that' s when your lady is needed.
One point of scissor sticks out to be a razor.
Sliced hard boiled eggs and bacon in frankfurter roll.
Thin hamburger sliced between warm bagel, for sandwich.
Spray a spot on carpet from a can which has a brush on bottom.
A bowl to put remotes into, in kitchen and living room.
Many hooks on ladies bra, even if only one is used.
A large cotton napkin placed on kitchen table when about to eat.
Full figure men' s underwear shorts, tight, like ladies.
A chocolate bowel with delicious bits on kitchen table.
Can front of shoes be stretched? Along with sides of shoes.
Coffee cup and saucer can slip on snack table w/sticky bottom.
Add writing table from atop arm chair, which moves in front of you.
A small gas pedal on right of regular pedal, to coast, less speed, save gas.
Double frames on top of hanger for two shirts, to match slacks underneath.
A magnetic belt worn by man w/backache. Can be visible.
A half-round mat in front of your door. Slotted. Put house key under any slot.
Jewish star atop of wind chime, plays a Hebrew tune all the time.
Title of book, reflecting all Ideas, "Lotsa Senior Moments."
On tee shirt: "It's easy to be creative. Carry a pencil & paper."
Board members sitting on stage before meeting, sing a chorus of unity.
If screw does not fit in hole, add glue, twist to catch on.
Any commercial ship passing another, has to communicate. No pirates.

IDEAS - JULY 7, 2009
Reflection sketches for children to sketch all presidents of the U.S.A.
An illustrated book for aging seniors: " God's wisdom in your lifetime."
A prayer shawl with heavenly scent .covers wheekhair, "t& be in heaven."
A room in nursing home, speciaJ, so seniors can feel being in heaven.
A siren sounds when child at home fall into pool
Window on front door to see who rang the beJI. AJso on garage door.
Test seniors physically before they use~ swim.
Supervision of children at all times when you have a pool at home.
A child's swim fabric turns the child over making him float
Stronger front window of car to prevent pebble splatter.
Two gates to prevent child ftom. falling into pool.
Child going to school alone, sbould have chip in mouth ifkidoapped.
Triple-head rechargeable razor, can lift a fiaction for closet shaves.
An Xmas--tree brush for teeth on one side of toothpick.
Brake pedal should be higher than gas pedal. ·
Elastic strap bands which can go longer, ifa man's belt can't fit.
Pedal exerciser might work better in bare feet, for your circulation.
A small dose of liquor in A.M. for seniors is good for the heart
A soian 5" pian& p1ayerattadled to Laptop,. to tap and learn muSic• .
An old-fashioned bumper in back of slick rear of car. Can be attached.
Stand more if sitting a lot.
Outdoor chairs can pull shades over head.
Nose bridge between glasses should keep glasses in proper position.
Paper clip can aa:ommodate many~ but keep clip tight.
Ladies bra can be stretdled up a notdl with sboukle.r clips
540. A heavy spoon and fotk to reduce tremor.
541. The body frame of a car stronger to protect1he passengers in accident.
542. A digital photo of your heart, if in pain, transferred on Internet to Dr.
543. Digital thermometer: the numbers are in red iftoo high.
544. A six man jmy for everything. Twelve people too conflicting.
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Comers of rubber bath mat has scrubbers to work on bottom of feet.
A large backpack, no suitcase, for man going on weekend trip. Carries all.
A nursing home in Sun City offers to pay men to dance with lady patients.
A specially large ring in bedroom on garage door, if person is asleep.
A double large envelope, brown, doubles up like book to store imp. Papers.
A large envelope book, alphabetize, to store alJ papers you need.
A necklace worn around ladies neck, extends down her shoulders.
Jewelry guard ring could be magnetic to stop tremor.
Why should Catholics go to church when most crimes by Hispanic Catholics?
The can cover for hard peanuts can chop them to small edible size.
Extra car key/house magnetic around dollar bills in man's pocket
Artificial thin flower vase hangs on wall.
Before using meat tenderizer, remove fat and bones from meat.
Com on the cob slides over butter sticks for flavor.
Good clean jokes for teenagers. On cell phone or parties.
Eating only half of frozen dinners. Add spaghetti, potatoes tomorrow.
Peanut chopper like onion chopper.
Can meat balJ/ravioJi added to spaghetti for meal.
A child's guide to computers-for seniors.
Normal screw driver one side of handle, Phillips on other side.
Socks have to fit snug at toes, otherwise heel won't fit.
A toy carpet for children with picture of games on it.
When you are sitting, a small roller under the toes moves to circulate.
Bring a special smell on your hands for dog to Jick as you enter home.
When you buy a CD, have them make 4 Gershwin, Sinatra, Lombardo, etc.
A small C-phone can show you new dance steps all the time.
"Getting old is up to you." Not from doctors. Use your wisdom.
A stronger Rollator to bring to golf game, to walk and sit. Rough terrain.
Rollator can narrow in tight spaces, seat goes erect, 2 handles like a cane.
Bring a pencil to give away when you go shopping or Dr's office.

IDEAS - JULY 17, 2009
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Identify important keys which look alike on key chain, w/red dot.
A springy net around home pool, which ejects child out of water.
Spray an ointment on your night shirt, along with BenGay on your back.
A tennis ball/soccer ball to rotate your feet while seating.
Special socks with metatarsal pads built in.
A spoon to eat green peas, vegetables on dinner plate. No fork.
Your watch blinks every halfhour to wiggle your toes or stand.
Your coffee wiLL stay hot in car. Sip only at the red light, be careful.
Kids booklets may be of interest to senior citizens.
The visor in front of car happily shows mileage with no accident.
Slippers can be closed with zipper on top.
The right sleeve for men's shirt/sweater should be larger to fit into.
Car/house keys fit into bra cleavage.
Man's tee shirt with different colors at neck for front/back.
Egg first in frying pan then toasted bread on top, flip over.
Cell phones/Ipod can occupy you on plane. Music w/movies?
Disposable cups for coffee have marker Y:z'' below top, where to fill.
An expensive bed tiled higher at head for comfort.
Three-piece leather sofa, with floral design above center piece.
Or, three piece leather sofa can tilt forward for better back support.
Your small LED light has the power to open your car, if no key.
Why should you be locked out of your car, in this computerized age?
Heavy mat in doorway where doggie can enter in or out.
More than one pressure gauge to easily inflate your tires.
Two balloons in auto tire, to get you going if one is deflated.
If cars stalls in middle of heavy traffic, put up sign, "please push."
Wheelchair should have the capacity for patient to stand briefly.
If you feel a nap coming in favorite chair, put small pillow back of head.
Easy directions like a kid, when senior buys technology.
When buying catalog item, complicated, it should be on Internet to demonstrate.

IDEAS - JULY 22, 2009

11, 605. Small wheels on Walker, with brakes.
606. Strong Coyote smell, repelled around your fence, to protect small dog.
607. Take lessons or practice using other hand.
608. Hand pruning saw w/blades top and bottom, different sizes.
609. Garage or door bell should ring louder in bedroom, if asleep.
610. A digital Check Master above your checks. If stolen, number gone.
611 . Hearing aids both sides attracted for mod hearing aids.
612. A tough sprat for toilet ring. Should make scrubbing easier.
613. A scrubber attached to bottom of shoes to clean tile floor.
614. Toilet seat, wood, to allow more room for Seniors to clean.
615. A ladies necklace can be placed in ear, for hearing.
616. Numbers on drinking glass to see how many cups of water you drank.
617. Sun glasses on top of visor of man's cap so he wont forget to use them.
618. Hershey-type chocolate not to melt so quickly in mouth to enjoy.
619. Firemen fly by himself w/jet pack over brink of brush fire. Stops spread of fire.
620. LED light at base of large lampshade, if more light needed.
621 . Can the pills you take show how they affect your body? Dr. points direction.
622. A gauge on car dash tells you how much gas you consume today.
623. Roofs of homes have to be fire-retarded so fire hose can quickly put out fire.
624. A red flashlight from Walker at night indicates trouble. For cars passing by.
625. Wear Latex gloves when you take doggie for walk to do his thing.
626. A Latex warm glove to heal when writing, or using Internet.
627. Knee pads for working in garden, with springs to tift you up.
628. Very wide brim for sun protection, men's cap, with insignia on top.
629. Single clip sunglasses for driving at night, to reduce glare oncoming cars.
630. A thin screw to get started, then fat screw later.
631. If eraser worn out on pencil, turn metal to produce more eraser.
632. If screw too thin the top is bigger and fastens.
633. "Don't pay attention to printed ads." Use Yellow pages for inquiries
634. A dark 1" color painted around rim of toilet. No scrubbing.

IDEAS - JULY 24, 2009
11,635. Double sticky round surface can be placed on bottom of drinking glass.
636. Add extra 5 to 10 pounds weight to arm/foot peddle for exercise.
63 7. Clicker light to focus on individuals, in family portrait.
638. Absorbing spray on kitchen floor. Cleans dirt, dries.
639. Ballroom dancer-team take their vows as a couple, so everyone knows.
640. Know your dashboard and every red light. If in doubt, go to dealer.
641. Glove compartment door, when open, can be a small table for snacks.
642. If perspiring on cap, turn whole cap inside out for new feel.
643. Small bird in large cage, if threatened by squirrel, can enter smaller cage.
644. Put 2 orange bag tags on your luggage, in case others apply only one.
645. A cane next to your bed to help you get up and on your feet in A.M.
646. Woman's jeans back pockets are never used. Add cute saying.
647. Peek holes in garage door to see who's there, when bell rings.
648. A new taste: when coffee mug in car is balffull, add soda.
649. Leftovers in fridge can be sweetened with chocolate syrup.
650. When Cell phone rings, pull over to the side.
651. When light bulb bums out, turn bulb down to get a dim Jight
652. A shapely women's bathing suit, bottom piece full not scant.
653. Cover arms fully when pruning shrubs and trees.
654. Iron gate in front of door has tricky twist to open, keep bad guys out.
655. For a 4-5 ft. putt, soften center of putter. Not for pros
656. For bicycle, lower seat and back wheel to go slower.
657. Add western look atop regular shoes. Spats. Gives western look.
658. Is there a way to check the accuracy of gas pumps?
659. A soap dish in shower chair arm.
660. Favorite chair should be adjustable, front and back.
661. Spring on front of arms of your favorite chair to help you get up easier.
662. Raise or lower the key board a few inches to avoid finger, wrist pain.
663. For seniors, when getting out of bed sit comfortably for a minute or so.
664. When wheelchair going down steps, front wheels extend. Then apply brakes.
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IDEAS - JULY 28, 2009
11,665. Power behind wheelchair allows patient to stand behind chair & move up.
666. Arm of wheelchair can become a claw to pick up fallen items.
667. Umbrella wraps around body when too windy or raining.
668. Add a pole to top of kitchen stool so you can't topple off.
669. If trapped in bedroom with heavy flre in kitchen, have metal rod available.
670. The center of bed Hfts during sleep, to avoid back trouble. A board in center.
671. Phone amplifier if recorded message too weak.
672. Drop a hard boiled egg into malted for healthy drink. In fridge.
673. In business, young girl behind desk shows cleavage, a flower atop.
674. Larger toilet paper for seniors who have difficulty cleansing.
675. Larger toilet seat areas for seniors.
676. The word "DON'T" flashes on dashboard if going too fast.
677. A teeth-shining brush to whiten teeth all day long.
678. A cleansing spray to remove spots on shirt, sweater, pants.
679. Golf cart lights up at night, not just head lights.
680. When credit card stolen numbers fade to thwart bad guy.
681. New sneakers kept clean at night in special shoe-cleaner box.
682. Eye drop spray. Better than drops.
683. Fanny pack around ladies waist covered by shirt, sweater.
684. Toilet paper unfolds in four large pieces. To be thick.
685. Looking for job, go door to door.
686. Close drain before putting on earrings, jewelry.
687. Ifwrist, fmgers hurt on keyboard, use pencil instead of finger.
688. A man's Velcro back belt for both warm & cool, turn around, to help.
689. A foot exerciser under kitchen table.
690. Walk with cane which allows you 5 to 7 steps before cane comes down.
69L Carry two canes for seating. if you are watching pro golf.
692. A basic tune, melodies, to hear and enjoy, yet learn Spanish key words.
693. Special side pockets in men's pants to carry wallet.
694. Learn to whistle when you go for your walk.
695. Put old batteries near new ones, ready to be recharged.
696. Hand grip inside car can turn outside on grip, to help you get out of car.

-

IDEAS - AUGUST 4, 2009
11,697.
698.
699.
700.
701.
702.
703.
704.
705.
706.
707.
708.
709.
710.
711.
712.
713.
714.
715.
716.
717.
718.
719.
720.
721.
722.
723.
724.
725.
726.
727.

Swiveling car cushion can spring you out of car seat.
Blind spot mirror reflects into back mirror to see what's behind car.
Why can't the cops know behind the door when they plan to break in?
A round, moist gel sponge to place under one foot to clean tile floor.
Men with foot problems should try tight ladies' nylons under his pants.
Why should seniors be in pain with so many advertised. Medical help?
Wear a glove massager for arthritic fmgers and wrists.
Can bend top of tennis racket slightly for stronger serves.
A Velcro back support worn at home. Microwave heat or ice cube cold.
Neck pillow to remind you ofbio-feed back when taking nap.
Men's Velcro back support should encircle shoulders for comfort.
To stop the flames on house fire, firemen quickly spray a sandy anti-retardant?
Chemical in nozzle of fireman's hose - mixes w/water to smother the fames.
Shower chair lifts you up to get you out of shower.
Two different mattress sizes to alternate sleep habits.
Spray a happy blend chemical on hair before sleep, for happy dreams.
If muscle sprain in legs during sleep, try pieces of soap in socks.
Soft cloth on scale.
If loss or heavy gain, it should show on scale.
Three buttons on top of man's pants, if loose or gain weight.
Physically raise elderly woman's breast. No sag.
Over shoulder down to elbow bandage.
Heavier earrings make noise, perhaps a bell, if it falls.
Special milk soap, from cows, yet scented.
If problems, turn your attention to G-d. He is I 00% perfect.
Old age is a blessing if you keep solving your physical & emotional problems.
Two arthritic pain creams, can be mixed together to heal.
Add a heavy bolt atop pencil, under eraser, for steadier writing.
Colorful ring, decorative, around inside of toilet bowl. Eliminates scrubing.
Medicated band-aids continually moisten to heal while protecting.
Being creative may help avoid anxiety. Keeps mind occupied.

IDEAS - AUGUST 7, 2009
11,728. A special slipper can remove discoloration oftoe nails. Apply RX.
729. Go to police station as good citizen. They'll help later on when needed.
730. Pads for arthritis. Medicated, 1", 2" round apply.
731. Keep a list of good/bad sleep positions. Arms included.
732. A cloths hanger which stretches jeans/men's pants. Wash first.
733. Relief pain by healing inhaler, breathing heavy into it for J0 minutes.
734. Ladies don' l have lo appear smiling.
735. A thick pressure bandage to hold, press down and stop bleeding.
736. Bottom of large ladder presses against wall for steadier climb.
737. Seniors w/cane or canes can open a door, and keeping it open.
738 Two matching pants belts, for both husband and wife.
739. Cross knees on top of bed after you wake up. Exercise, help backs.
740. A springy man's shoes for ballroom dancing. Feels light.
741. Senior ladies can wear sexy panties at dance. Makes them smile.
742. Announcer speaks slowly on radio, when giving telephone number.
743. Phone number should be at bottom of T.V. ads, blinking.
744. Hebrew, a better name than Jew.
745. A Chinese marketer may welcome ideas and promote them better.
746. Seek computer/class specialist to easily put Ideas on the Web.
747. Rubber band gets thinner when stretched but fatter when doubled up.
748. On water glass, numbers should show how many glasses you drank.
749. Handles in car to get yourself out, should be strategically located.
750. Sleep mask which comforts you for sleep, should have "Blessing" printed.
7 51. Stop smoking by cutting cigarettes in half to begin with. It's all mental.
752. Wake up with a beautiful sky overhead. Or a rainbow or flowers. On ceiling.
753. Mix 2 or 3 arthritic creams together. May help more.
754. Two layers Velcro back support. As you feel better, remove one.
755. Nothing is as sad as a thankless child.
756. Different type of nail file on both sides. Emory or metal.
757. Plush-lined case for glasses on side of ladies purse.
758. When car hits an object/pedestrian the engine conks out. No running off.

IDEAS - AUGUST 11, 2009
11,759.
760.
761.
762.
763.
764.
765.
766.
767.
768.
769.
770.
771.
772.
773.
774.
775.
776.
777.
778.
779.
780.
781 .
782.
783.
784.
785.
786.
787.
788.
789.

Spray inside of socks to avoid foot problems.
To enjoy your sleep, practice ballroom dance steps in your mind.
Keep changing sleep positions to avoid back ache. Tighten tooshie.
Drinking water from your favorite chair at night can be flavored w/tablet.
A cross or Jewish star on your sleeping pillow.
Men apply curly, longer hair in back of head. Grayish, for seniors.
Double Velcro slip-on sneakers for ladies, can flap side and forward. Decor.
Ladies Terry pants touches shoes. Can elevate 4-5" for different look.
Two canes can convert to a seat.
A red medical I.D. patch can be pasted on rear, for seniors.
Drink plenty of water per day, and many aches will go away.
There should be more seats all around supermarket. drug stores, etc.
Feel safe at night when you go for your walk. Carry a small bullhorn.
More coverage for Bikini swim suits. Not crotch only.
Medical cap for RX, turns color when new prescription due.
Cosmetic soap with water, at every washing, removes wrinkles.
Your watch reminds you not to sit too long.
Positions of hands vital when you go to sleep.
Bra too tight? Loosen bra with man's fabric-hands in back.
Walker tray carrier holds bottles of water, juice. No spills.
There should be a catalog store, or a separate catalog section in big stores.
A non-toxic cigarette, nothing inside, just to put into your mouth.
Sexual videos in nursing homes.
The cap of a fountain pen erases ink. White--out.
Men, stop wearing baseball caps with shorts. Try a summer hat for change.
At night, driving with wife or girlfriend, make them wear caps looking like men.
Have your cars paint color on scratch pad, if dent or scratch.
A red line on tire to show if pressure is too low.
If dog is too ferocious and bites, pull their teeth.
Fleece-slippers extend up to ankles, or even go higher.
A folding frame fence all around opening of pool to keep children out.
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IDEAS - AUGUST 14, 2009
11 ,790.
791.
792.
793.
794.
795.
796.
797.
798.
799.
800.
801.
802.
803.
804.
805.
806.
807.
808.
809.
810.
811.
812.
813.
814.
815.
816.
817.
818.

Short-skirt ladies can wear a clover bracelet over one knee.
Orthopedic cushion for favorite chair should extend up to neck.
Knee support bending for gardening, has small wheels.
A mirror on patio door to see who rang bell without opening the door.
Decorative skylight in kitchen at night. Rainbow in day time.
If driving at night in gated area, you should know who is driving by.
Mist for outside patio with occasional drops of rain, for fun.
Lift yourself out of car with springy scat, as you press down.
Tape in car should tell you what to do if car stalls.
Steady straight for car, even if falling asleep. Won' t veer off road.
Count to five after you turn directional lights on. Avoid accident.
When entering garage, more than one indicator for an exact spot.
Cane and umbrella watching golf game, in case of rain.
Zipper and button to protect man's wallet, in back pocket.
One side of scissor sharp as a razor.
A few car visors to slide down, help driver in sunlight or night glare.
Two wooden handles for un1brella for two people.
Half the size for hearing aid looking like C-phone. But color of skin.
Inhale a healthy fragrance, instead of smoke. Will this make you stop?
A pin-like device carried on key chain. Only you can unlock car/home door.
Are fuse boxes still available in cars to get you started?
Putty can be placed over newspaper classified ads, press, an type is larger.
Can turn electric plug outlets right or left.
Make sure your wallet rests in its place every night.
Fill coffee or water half-fill to avoid spills.
Paper clips magnetized, all sizes. It's an option.
Toothpick with Xmas tree tip on kitchen table, after meals.
Organize purses to transfer wallet/keys easily.
When man's wallet falls out of back pocket, it should make thump sound.
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IDEAS - AUGUST 21,2009
11,819.
820.
821 .
822.
823.
824.
825.
826.
827.
828.
829.
830.
831.
832.
833.
834.
835.
836.
83 7.
838.
839.
840.
841 .
842.
843.
844.
845.
846.
847.
848.
849.

When you walk at night carry a flashlight beam to ring door bells if you fall.
Would a bullhorn be just as effective?
Foot stools in kitchen should have taU handle, elevated.
Colleges should now have courses for electronics, plumbing, A/C, etc.
Miracle cloths in kitchen, like paper towels.
Ladies, wear only one erring if hair covers other ear.
Men wear wrist band with many dance steps, going to ballroom dance.
If tremor, exercise fingers before picking up water/coffee.
Small portable swimming pool for kids can have bouncy seats for fun.
Tool belt for handymen, easily remove from waist.
Socket wrench box magnetized.
Small headlight around forehead to shed light on job, for handyman.
Throw portable made-bed design atop your made up bed.
3 or 5 quart pail can be extended in length. The rim rises.
Soft, no damage (bleeding) nose picker next to your favorite chair.
Shoelaces stay put on sneakers and men's shoes.
A thin spring added to men's shoes, ballroom dancing.
If very sleepy for nap, try sleeping on back only.
A spongy mattress to vary your nap positions.
If shaky right hand when eating, use left hand to steady.
A dog wants to bark, even when calmed down.
Very large, heavy silverware for shaking hands.
When you face divorce, go to a "wise man" in Sun City for advice.
If bridge players go on the Internet, they'll see hands and learn bidding.
Gallery-quality statues of your beloved, deceased spouse.
When you buy expensive gadget from catalog, instructions are on computer.
Three blade electric razor should have one blade for mustache, beard.
What your mother told you should be in your wallet.
No matter how long the ladies hair, they will still show cleavage.
If a pill in gas chamber of car increases mileage, why don't stations sell them?
Like miniature golf in Sun City, why not practice dancing with T .V.?

IDEAS - AUGUST 25, 2009
11,850.
851.
852.
853.
854.
855.
856.
857.
858.
859.
860.
861.
862.
863.
864.
865.
866.
867.
868.
869.
870.
871.
872.
873.
874.
875.
876.
877.
878.
879.
880.

For men only, a dance class to learn strong lead with left hand.
When trimming hedges, also have a vacuum to scope up.
Air purifiers in electric ceiling fans.
Large gym bag can be used half the size as a backpack.
When the body aches in old age, keep the brain young. Creativity.
Simplistic, small (portable) car location guide. Gets you in the neighborhood.
When buying boots or shoes (men) by mail, the heel can adjust to your size.
Fifth man playing golf, doing badly after nine holes, should go home.
Slip-on sneakers for men, the back has the Velcro. Ladies also.
Golf club, instead of flat, has curved knob for more impact in center.
Less arch at bottom of sneaker. Heel is springy inside.
Ladies nose bridge on glasses, same color as fancy frames.
A false flower at cleavage.
In supermarket, more seats in back to rest. At employees desk.
Pieces of favorite pies, frozen, cut into small pieces.
Heavy, wide support belt for over weight men to free legs and help back.
Sun glasses flexible, bend any way .
A series of mirrors from drivers mirror, to see everything backing up.
"NO" flashes on dashboard when going over 75 MPH.
Why can't the black box recorder float, with signals if plane crashes in water.
Also, if plane crashes on ground, the black boxes eject from plane.
Why not a generator/second engine behind jet if it fails on take-off?
If wearing small ear piece, whole ear can be decorated for ladies.
Man carries pencil and paper to see and record new dance steps at dance.
The front sole has spring inside for shoes and sneakers.
A map of U.S., showing states at youngsters diner seat.
A 6"-8" globe of the world on kitchen table.
Beginner ballroom dancers bring a video camera.
Make a whole catalog or calendar of Senior Moments. 365 creative items.
Single binocular scope can be in pocket/purse.
"Learn your American history." Can be good reply to "Have a nice day."

IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 1, 2009
11 ,881.
882.
883.
884.
885.
886.
887.
888.
889.
890.
891.
892.
893.
894.
895.
896.
897.
898.
899.
900.
901 .
902.
903.
904.
905.
906.
907.
908.
909.
910.
911.

The black boxes on airplanes ejected from fuselage w/signals.
A bicycle seat that is completely round, tilted down.
An extra key to your car can be in your wallet
Bomber jacket can be turned inside out to suede, cloth jacket.
Cell phone stun gun, attacks bad guys in parking lot.
"The greatness of America" on your cap.
Dashboard blinks if going over 65 MPH.
Break up large peanut, almonds to put into cereal.
Something has to be added to car engine to get better gas mileage.
The more camera-appearing devices around your house, the better.
If a flat, wheels turning, be able to loosen lug wrench?
Alternate address house numbers for night view. GJow in dark.
A small carpet on wall of garage to absorb shock as open car door.
A slender wallet for men's side pockets. Velcro.
Use a heavier golf bali when putting. Not for pros.
NBA refs should consult in last few minutes of game.
Your brain can make you happy if you use it the right way.
Heavy work boots, the shoelaces always to stay in place, easy to tying.
After eating steak diner at restaurant, special tooth picks given out.
A 6-8" statue of your children at a early age.
A springy back of shoe for ballroom dancing.
A crossword puzzle features history, civil war, presidents, etc.
If anger gripping a gUll, it can' t go off. Emotions control hand.
If about to be shot the victim clicks his teeth, a chip describes murderer.
Higher fences around your property to keep your dog safe from coyotes.
Let large areas of burnt out grass stay that way. You can dress it up.
A jell cushion for your favorite chair, cushions in back. Not to sip forward.
Co-pilot on plane, also sleepy, keeps conversation going with pilot.
Left hand holds right hand if tremor when eating.
Swivel cushions in car to get out easier, should have springy lift.
Credit cards should have a limit.

-
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 4, 2009
11,912.
913.
914.
915.
916.
917.
918.
919.
920.
921.
922.
923.
924.
925.
926.
927.
928.
929.
930.
931.
932.
933,
934.
935.
936.
937.
938.
939.
940.
941 .
942.

A handkerchief w/ruff edges to wipe away food, blood, etc.
A ladies 2-legged skirt below knees also can be elevated at waist.
Floral-printed hankies for ladies do not show blood or dirt spots.
Men can wear plain pants every day, yet change the shirt to look different.
A therapeutic leg pillow.
Stopping smoking is in your head, but keep on trying to stop.
The word magnifier should appear on bridge of glasses.
For Yellow Pages, a special magnifier which also hold page open.
Wear sunglasses driving at night, to reduce glare of oncoming cars.
Anti-fungus medication in bottom of sox to help with toe trouble.
Waiting room chairs should have pillows for lower back.
A paper cup when :fille<L the top slides up to prevent spills, halfway.
When cream is added to coffee, it sticks to sides, preventing spills.
Pumice stone to scrub stains in toilet should be pointed,
Wheelchair should allow patient to stand in back, for a change.
A wheelchair can possibly climb a few steps safely.
The wall near your bed should have extensions for getting in or out.
The bra strap can be larger and stronger to improve posture.
Front hook bra can store extra keys to car and house.
Your favorite chair in living room should lean back dental chairs.
A fake cigarette, No smoke. Inhale whatever in air. Clears lungs.
Can fold up bottom of pants into cuffs, if long. Cuffs snap.
Man's elastic socks have metatarsal pad built in.
Small sunglasses under cap visor to slip on nose.
Men's thick suspenders crisscross in back for support.
Soap holder on the front of bath safety seats,\
Ladies panties with heavy rim to show through their shorts, skirts.
The ceiling electric fan supports air purifier.
Chair cushions staked and visible in doctors waiting room for your use.
If waiting too long in doctor/dentist waiting room, ring red bell.
Punch holes in tennis balls to use in laundry dryer, to fluff drying.

IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 8, 2009
11,943.
944.
945.
946.
947.
948.
949.
950.
951.
952.
953.
954.
955.
956.
957.
958.
959.
960.
961.
962.
963.
964.
965.
966.
967.
968.
969.
970.
971.
972.
973.

Punch holes in tennis ball to use in laundry dryer, to fluff drying.
Double purse over the shoulder, small credit card wallet at elbow.
Men wear bow ties instead of open collars. Or let one hang.
Arthritis gloves beyond wrist for computer and bed time.
Marriage vows should be taken every five years. To stop divorces.
A helicopter shoots special-chemical bullets to stop advance of fues.
Folded toilet seat tilts downward to evacuate better.
Front pocket to store wallet for men. Less likely to fall out.
A two-toned 8" magnifying mirror for applying make-up.
Men can wear ladies compression socks to reduce fatigue, under pants.
Bicycle seat higher up to handles. More control. Feet still touch ground.
When seniors take nightly walk, walk closer to doorbeJJs, in case of fall.
If couples have 2-4 kids, divorce should be made more difficult.
High heels interfere with ladies using brake/gas pedals while driving.
For safety, a steel barrier between driver and engine.
A picture of John Wayne on western boots.
A shorter putter to get into hole.
Add an air bed, one half size, next to sofa to accommodate two guests.
A child-guest can sleep in hiker's bag, with pillow and zipper cover.
When senior lifts himself from the sofa, he also uses arms to stand up.
Judge should be able to render dedsion without hiring attorneys, save taxes.
Outdoor anti-theft camera should also focus on license plate.
Practice soccer w/basketball.. Then comes the hard part.
Practice basketball w/soccer ball. Then comes the hard part.
Ladies ear plug very decorative.
A unique, colorful lamp shade of the whole world. Eight continents.
A lamp shade, colorful, of the United States.
A lamp shade, colorful, of all presidents of the United States,
With your Cell phone, take pictures of family with back drop ofEiffel Tower.
Advertisers have to know that s seniors can't remember the names of gadgets.
If great football or baseball play, you should be able to re-run again & again?

IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 11, 2009
11,974.
975.
976.
977.
978.
979.
980.
981.
982.
983.
984.
985.
986.
987.
988.
989.
990.
991.
992.
993.
994.
995.
996.
997.
998.
999.
12,000.
001.
002.
003.
004.

Ladies dressed up wearing men's pants & men's style shoes. Classy.
When getting up from rocking chair, it should be steady.
Horn blows front and back loud, screech, if thievery.
Lights flash through whole car, along with horn, if thievery.
In pendulum swinging clock, deceased love one's portrait on pendant.
Golf cart riding at night lights up on roof.
Portable phone instead ofC-phone in house.
Children should be alerted that if they watch "porno," it can be checked.
Riding a bicycle, the handles have full control.
Can a refrigerator also be used to purify air?
Smaller, lighter wheel in car prevents full impact in accident.
Why can't you stop your neighbors dog from barking?
Lyrics of your popular singer on ceiling before you go to bed.
A full napkin under large ice cream cone. No drip on you.
When you buy an old house or build a new one, all apparatus on Internet.
A sports watch. One dial shows a football, then a baseball, then basketball.
If car parked along side your garage while sleeping, it's a thief. House lights up.
A pants hanger that turns & twists pants to a larger size.
A wooden shoe size stretcher in front. Also makes wider.
Be ready to jump out of bed to write down brilliant ideas.
Avoid getting into car if attacker threatens you.
A swimming rescue team, senses a swimmer is in trouble, hurls a live preserver.
When you buy "energy saving bulbs", the store gives you free choice of items.
If you treasure your deceased every day, G-d is helping you.
Eyes open, a slit, in center of sun glasses.
Unique, small design over top of glasses or sun glasses.
Body control belt, to reduce fat while ballroom dancing.
An umbrella sitting in sunny area, with a fan.
A child saves coins for behaving, total one dollar. He saves the $1.00
A new car comes with two Cell phones, free.
Senior who needs help in home has poor student to live rent free going to school.

IDEAS -SEPTEMBER 15,2009
12,005
006.
007.
008.
009.
010.
011.
012.
013.
014.
015.
016.
017.
018.
019.
020.
021.
022.
023.
024.
025.
026.
027.
028.
029.
030.
031.
032.
033.
034.
035.

Plug for pest control. Emits sound and offensive odor inside/outside.
On the Wii you can sail a boat around New York harbor, enjoying the sights.
Play poker on the Internet, guessing opposition cards and moves.
No amber light. A blinking red light takes it's place before red light.
Nose piece on glasses decorative. Jeweled.
Play checkers with your child on the Internet. He'll learn the moves, quicker.
Men with thin legs in summer time wear thick socks around calves.
A short golf putter is suitable.
Women's are harder to discern on T.V./radio. Need more men announcers.
An air purifier to make seniors less sleepy in own home.
One plastic sheet in closet covering all men's jackets from dust.
Drink urine if hiking and lost, with no water. Suck on a leaf?
Cell phones in warm parked car, protected by cool cover.
Slim jewelry outlines ladies shoe/pumps, easily removable.
If car flat, ride on metal minute or two, to loosen lug wrench for women.
A small battery charger in trunk of car gets you started.
Alternate garage door opener in glove compartment.
Men's pants belt loosens behind wheel of car. Restores when getting out.
Can a woman carry a loaded gun leaving the Mall at night?
·If women wearing sandals in a/c room, flip top of shoe over toes.
Shout into a business connection, then young lady won't whisper back.
A short 20 minute nap after a meal, for seniors, will keep him alert.
List in black ink atop of medicine bottles :M (mom), A (aft), N (night).
Keep a portable expanding fence wherever a child might wander to patio/pool.
A tight swim cap for ladies also around neck, to remove wrinkles at bed time.
A suction prong to catch flies, mosquitoes, etc.
Men can wear a slim waist band, like ladies, when going out.
Ladies, make you grey hair greyer, more attractive.
To prevent blood on pillow at night, don't pick scabs on your head.
Handy walker tray, all plates and glasses glued to tray until pick up.
The Jel seat cushion for wheelchair can be turned over, if sitting too long.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 18, 2009
12,036.
03 7.
038.
039.
040.
041.
042.
043.
044.
045.
046.
047.
048.
049.
050.
051 .
052.
053.
054.
055.
056.
057.
058.
059.
060.
061 .
062.
063.
064.
065.
066.

Hundreds of Senior Moments REJECTED by business men. Yet, they're great.
The patter of light feet on the path to the swimming pool, should set off alarm.
Maybe patients in their wheelchair could stand up for awhile, holding on?
Older ladies with wrinkles can wear a tight face mask. Medicated, at bedtime.
Men growing bald in front can wear an NBA headband.
Wide back bra straps can hold small wallet in place. Tight.
What is prettier than a three old girl?
To loose weight sleep more, than eat less.
Eliminate once a day for more energy.
For older women with wrinkles, wear the right glasses and eye glass chain.
When ladies eyes sparkle, the whole face sparkles.
Men can wear colorful "dickies" with open shirt.
Why can't arthritis cream work right away, to make you feel better?
Sleep in the same position as the night before, if pleasant dreams.
Leave urine in toilet for a half hour to avoid dark rim?
A special thick pillow for sleep. Printed, "Pleasant Dreams."
Bikini swim suits modified with a attractive thigh band.
A single rod attached to side of your bed, to help getting out of bed.
Padded hose for thin ladies' legs.
A dropped necklace that spells word, Cleavage?
Match ladies dicky to the shade of lipstick she is wearing.
A small engine in back of jets. If they fail, can get to nearest runway.
Ifjets fail over land, plane should be able to glide, tail first upon landing.
If you get a cut, press down the padded cap of medicine, to stop bleeding.
Senior men can improve their posture with a crisscross shoulder support.
Men, when sitting too long, loosen pants.
There ~Qould be a way to accost thief who uses stolen credit cards in bank.
Every week put a new Holy Bible expression on your key chain.
Call local new~paper to question local hospital, how many illegals?
Soap can heal, with medication, by washing face often.
Stimulated air in bedroom, sleep. Can wake up invigorated.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 22, 2009
12,067.
068.
069.
070.
071.
072.
073.
074.
075.
076.
077.
078.
079.
080.
081.
082.
083.
084.
085.
086.
087.
088.
089.
090.
091.
092.
093.
094.
095.
096.
097.

A magic puff in basket & all papers are gone. Better than shredder.
A moist towel in glove compartment (in plastic bag) to cover wheel in heat.
A comfortable cover on scale when weighing. Bare feet.
The seat belt unhooks easily after an accident.
Sit on lower seat in bath tub. Turn knob and it can raise up 6-8" to help get out.
If wearing light eye glasses, make the nose band the color of your skin.
Elongate the portable toilet seat pads for seniors.
Ifheadache, try bio-feedback.
For 501h anniversary, the back of the banner on pole say ,"We're still the best."
Those who contributed the above event, march in front.
Encourage grey hair in older men, with many grey curls behind the head.
Hankies in bra for ladies.
Two different elongated earrings for classy ladies.
Men's bow ties should be the fashion, instead of open collar.
White teeth for well dressed ladies, very fashionable.
Round, perforated clip-out, a W', to show back pages of magazine was read.
A bikini-clad young lady at the beach knows all eyes are on her.
High-lights in hair for more attractive young ladies.
Free diner in Sun City restaurants if they participate/volunteer their services.
Eliminate the .99c or .49c after the dollar sign.
Make a DVD of your pet dog/cat to music.
Apply heavy dose of Vaseline after toilet, to get rid of hemorrhoids.
A divorced woman should wear a special ring.
Veterans can wear their dog tags around their neck, socially.
Veterans dog tags can be made into ring, to wear.
Men, practice new dance steps in front of mirror. Write them down.
A married woman with kids, adds a jewel for each kid on wedding ring.
Small, flat magnifying plastic fits in fold of 4-color magazine.
A electric toothbrush should indicate numbers 1 to 10 for brushing.
Boots or shoes the same color as purse.
Men wear tight 2" b~d on top of socks, to fatten legs.

IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 25, 2009
12,098.
099.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111 .
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121 .
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.

For elderly women, no saggy boobs, even cleavage & special glasses.
Men, even in their 20's, should wear full bathing suits.
Bluish tint eyebrows, just a shade, to match blue eyes.
"Get your pencil & paper ready, here's the phone number." Radio announcer.
To stop a missile, defensive, should break into 20-50 pieces. Not bullet to bullet.
Two inflatable tires under rubber. If one goes flat, the other keeps you going.
Showy boobs and brief bikini is too much for public view.
The band on top of classy high heels, the strap made of jewelry.
Your peace in this modern world depends on how you accept the turmoil.
Emery boards should be stronger at both ends.
A ring made from crematory remains, etched with name of deceased.
Two thin high heels for extra support for fancy ladies.
Buxom beauties are able to cover their cleavage at will.
Ladies, open your eyes more. Maybe the wrinkles will go away.
Break up bread in large glass with eggs. Pour into frying pan.
Write poem, 30 years in Sun City.
Cops can tell by the weight of a car/van, if it is holding many non-citizens.
A heavy curl at end of spoon, fork, for thumb to reduce tremor.
Engagement ring on two fmgers. Match.
Add a wedding ring on the usual finger.
Stiff collar on men's shirt. No loose collar when dressed up.
A dark button on open stiff collar.
Car engine wont start if driver is drunk or on dope.
DANGER should flash on dashboard if going too fast.
If a plane is about to crash, cushion released from seat in front for head safety.
Picture of beloved departed on thin blanket covering you.
Half-fmger arthritic glove should go all the way up to elbow. Tight.
One attractive erring to match your outfit is enough. Long hair covers other ear.
A LED flashlight should also be a stun gun for ladies leaving Mall at night.
A pole dancing in ladies bedroom to entertain boyfriend or husband.
Bombing planes memorial in homes. Should keep their bravery alive.

IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 29, 2009
12,129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
13 7.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.

Besides "Be aware of dog", also have sign "Trespassers are in danger."
No fire if car crashes. Smoke, yes. Make gas non-inflammable if crash?
Why not a special bandage to remove senior skin rashes?
A permanent balloon or fixture on grave site: "In heaven."
A fake dollar bill tie for youngsters birthday.
Old couples in nursing homes can watch themselves dance on video/Wii.
Young boy at bat wilh r~al pro pilch~r on Wii. Can see balls & strikes.
Don't wear your glasses at a party or social gathering, for a change.
If dinner food needs a boost, add a bit of soda.
Change hand/finger position if ache using keyboard.
Trunk of car separates supermarket purchases to carry in home.
If another car bumps you, immediately write the event down.
You can tum on a dimmer switch for a brief moment in a room.
Tissues in plastic bag near your favorite chair.
A fake dollar bill box, or envelope, to enclose your birthday gift.
60-70 year old women at a social dance can have choice of men to dance with.
Some men admit they can't lead or dance, but will follow female leads.
Call marketer/promotion specialist for 52-deck-cards to teach dancing.
The monotony of eating leftovers has got to change.
Ladies learn to lead at dance, show their stuff, like WCS .
If an erring falls off, it sparkles hitting the ground.
Toilet tissue of Obama, roll after roll, talking with his teleprompter.
"Keep your distance" pasted in back of car, when all come to red light.
Man's ring on finger can screw larger/smaller, than lock.
Sticky bottom of drinking glass or coffee, won't spill.
You get business cards from merchants, try to alphabetize.
Our subs near enemy territory, ready to launch counter atomic attack.
U.S . airplanes constantly flying with atomic weapons.
Hundreds oftributes from children to parents who reach 80-90 yrs. Old.
The 3rd -5th baseball innings are sometimes dull, just like a day in your life.
With the flu season threatening, label soap for kids, "anti-flu wash."
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IDEAS - OCTOBER 2, 2009
12,160.
161 .
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181 .
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.

Man's wallet rings when falling out of pocket to ground.
Cigarette package shows heart and lungs, which turn red when smoking.
Or, the cigarette itself has same pictures which turn red.
A small tennis racket, magnetized to attract flies, bugs, then cleaned.
A trophy made of golf ball, for winner of the day. His name on trophy, date.
"I'm a new fashion Hebrew" - with Jewish emblem on T-shirt.
World War II veteran printed on man's cap. Invites inquiries.
Watch w/Obama picture telling time in office, w/o reveling birth certificate.
Removable tattoo young ladies wear at Mall. Take off when they go home.
Toilet paper tells you to touch floor if too hard to evacuate.
Also, a foot atop toilet porcelain to get last drop of urine out, before bed.
A toy miniature slot machine, when 3 aces are showing, only gives you a nickel.
Man's walking stick handle shaped like a female.
Cigarette lighter shows heart and lung burning red, when lighting up.
Fake $100. bill ofObama.
Picture of smoker inhaling last W' because of the expense.
Is self-hypnoses a way to reduce headache and unpleasant events?
The pleasant voice of your departed wakes you up, "Wake up honey."
Take apart ring, you can wear many options, 2, 3, or 4.
A small zipper, horizontal, instead of a button in center of men' s pants.
Small, mini-size whistle, with loud noise, carried on key chain.
Bottom half of Cigna appt. sheet is blank should be saved for scratch paper.
Dog tag carried in pocket to keep reminding you of military achievements.
Portable folding piano fits next to favorite chair, or keyboard.
For your home pool, try to get a rainbow shower.
Instructions always near by for recovering a child who wondered into pool.
If car turns into wrong-way traffic, there should be parking space to save driver.
West Coast Swing steps also in dancing cards, showing new steps,
Or, 52 waltz steps to get you started in deck of cards.
M&M candies added to cup of water to prevent spills?
Tum screw driver head, and point gets fatter or thinner.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 6, 2009
12,191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.

When you're having car repaired, customer can see work done on office T.V.
Sport utility knife, once open, can extend to dagger, Then restored.
Instructions on pool gate: CPR, mouth to mouth to help child.
If you are accused ofbeing a racist, you reply with "Obamaist."
Wiping cloth in trunk, with color of car paint, in case of dent in car.
Make cigarettes ~smokable only. Other half solid, no inhale. Cheaper.
First aid kit carried in car.
First aid kit available at Sun City dances.
A common senior blood bruise decorated with floral band aid.
Red, yellow, black thick colored pens, markers, sold together.
Shapely figure of woman on light switch. On and off.
Special shoe box for sneakers before bed. Turn box light on, removes dirt,
No cigarette ashtrays in home.
For special needs, thumb tacks with one cover, two pins.
Two side Kleenex, one heavier, in case of bleeding on body.
Glass cleaner spray dries clean. No wiping.
Pringles like potato chips to be easily eaten.
Double surface sand paper, one side stronger.
Hard chocolate lollypop.
A small cleaning brush for under toilet lids. Made of hard rock.
You can make yourself feel bad, then good. Yet still be happy, overcoming bad.
Magnetic key holder behind license plate. You wont forget.
Where is your choice to hide a extra house key outside the house?
Six outlet power strip, 3 slightly higher.
Automotive cleaning wipes, folded in glove compartment.
A fire truck arrives at fire, it sprays anti-fire-retardant before hosing w/water.
Special sponge brush to clean clothing with soap and water.
A small thermos of coffee for your car. Only drink at red light.
McDonald's sell hot coffee to go, sealed, with straw.
McDonald's hamburgers put into a bowl of soup. Good meal!

IDEAS - OCTOBER 9, 2009
12,221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
231.
232.
233 .
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.

If you heavily drunk, the car engine can detect and the engine will not start.
Purify the air in your bedroom with ceiling fan specially treated.
You can't go wrong way on the highway. A barrier will stop you.
It's the duty of honorable drivers in cars to report strange driving to 911.
Press down on toes to exercise them.
Class for senior men who can't dance. They learn to lead with left hand.
Learn basic Spanish Phone monitor will be glad to talk Spanish for free 5 min.
If you are upset, try bio-feedback before afternoon nap.
Learn to dance or get lucky at a senior dance is a way of flirting.
More safety in back seat of car. A metal rod back of each seat.
A pencil and small writing pad always in men's many shirt pockets.
Put fake nickels/quarters in slot machine you choose for 15-30 min. Then coins.
On treadmill for handicap, a seat, using legs for workout.
Man's tie and cuffs same color. Cuffs interchangeable.
Bio-feedback to open clogged arteries.
Your watch, enlarged, can alert you to danger in a crowd, before it happens.
Carry a few baby aspirins in your nitro bottles.
Police break open door knob, then use camera to see other side of door.
Or, a laser pointer alerts people on other side of door that police can look in.
Fancy belt buckle for man's jeans, front and back.
If you are robbed, carry a bundle of single dollar bills to hand out.
Wall pictures of your children every year from 3-5 on, to look at often.
The Ten Commandments on your fridge door.
A small American flag in center of floral display.
E-Mail Senior Moments (Ideas) to veterans all over country, to do creative ideas.
In the old days, a negro singer like Nat King Cole can be understood.
Or, a white singer like Frank Sinatra, also understood in the good old days.
Jewish star on a letter opener.
Small first airplane and early cars, on your desk to hold pens, pencils.
Pitching a baseball to your young son, age 5 to 8, a cushiony ball won't go far.
The switch on lamp shaped like ladies legs to reach in On and Off.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 13, 2009
12,242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.

For beginners, front of playing cards shows 52 new dance steps.
Also, back of playing cards helps explain front picture.
To help lift yourself out of cars, a corner hand bar each side up front.
Small Xmas trees lighted and filled with chocolates. Decorative.
Whole Xmas table filled with cards, year after year.
Cover ice cube trays, so cube stay large. Won't shrink.
Keep turning bottle of milk over & over, so it won't spoil, affect stomach.
Or, empty half a gallon into small container.
Programmer on each wall table in restaurant, to actually see what you order.
Or, you press the order on the menu and the big screen shows what you get.
There is no crash if driver goes wrong way. Stop. Car facing him also stops.
An outdoor whistle for walkers at night, which can penetrate homes for help.
Police remove front door knob to talk to bad guys & get into apartment.
Or, camera fits under door warning home owners that police are serious.
Other ways oflowering windows in car, if you feel trapped in accident.
Double-decker seat pillow can be made into blanket if cold.
Bronzed booties of children can be used as pen and pencil holder.
If furniture or kitchen counter is scratched, put a colorful tile on top.
Historical dates each month on child's table pad.
Have fatter screw available to better support holding an item on wall.
A handyman for very small jobs. No charge. You use him later on for work.
A president of Condo asks and picks a handyman in the Condo, for free.
A small steam tile/floor cleaner. Can plug in. Seats in corner of kitchen.
Warning light for airplanes/choppers over city should know distance each other.
A rodent/insect repellants outside home to keep pests away.
Raising your mattress 4-5" in center changes the way you sleep. No backache.
A song becomes your favorite hearing it over and over. No lpod jumping.
A table spoon sample from paint can on small piece of paper to put on wall.
Put two pillows under your head for sleeping for a change.
A chair next to bathtub incorporates a holder on bar. Slips on tight, to get out.
Sexy ladies feel it at a public dance/social affair when they go out.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 16, 2009
12,263. Small hearing aid can be decorated to look like part of a earring.
264. Modern hearing device, looks like cell phone headset, but color of skin, hair.
265. Pick up many cigarettes butts, crush them, as you smoke. May stop your habit.
266. Ladies, don't fuss with eye wrinkles. Get a cute pair of glasses.
267. Men, keep your C-phone in pocket with pencil and paper.
268. Two rings alike on both fingers, one hand.
269. For seniors, a Pedometer showing how far you have walked for whole week.
270. Two elongated mirrors in front of car seat, to see more.
271 . When driving at night in wooded area, headlights far ahead to detect animals.
272. Scissors cut through staples with hand-shredder.
273. "No Trouble" printed on letter before opening it.
274. A rainbow over your name, return address.
275. A leather pillow which swivels to help lift you out of car.
276. A soaked washcloth to help remove crust around dog' s eyes.
277. The happy yellow smile tab over slight dent of car.
278. A American flag pops up when parking, so you can spot your car.
279. Warning to thieves who may steal your car, "Personal damage inflicted."
280. Or, the yellow smiling face has the word " Warning" on both doors.
281. Drop wallet into underwear if a thief, with gun, demands wallets from everyone.
282. Spray chocolate over your dinner.
283. A nasty, yet polite, response to business girl on phone who does not oblige you.
284. A young girl lured into prostitution, should hire a bad guy to harm pimp.
285. Pay locksmith to show you how to use a tumbler to get back into car/house.
286. "I hope you have a unpleasant day for bothering me on my phone & privacy."
287. Plastic cover on keyboard in case water, soda spills on it.
288. Mechanics shop to set-up T.V. screens in waiting room, to see car being worked.
289. All other types of shops also, where repairs are done.
290. A strong fire-retardant on trees near your home, to protect your home, if fire.
291. Every day of your life should be happy. You know you'll be ill in later life.
292. A blast to turn fire back, away from homes?
293. Or the power of windy blast to tum a fire back. Big turbines?
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IDEAS - OCTOBER 20, 2009
12,294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.

When amber light shows, the figures 5-4-3-2-1 gives drivers time to stop.
Glass jar showing Obama: pennies for campaign, quarters for Pres. Change.
Inside baseball cap, about 1" folded out for new look. Decorative.
Park in the same general area, so you won't be confused. At Mall.
Evolution by Zweben: 1) Ape crawling, 2) Standing, 3) Man & Wife,
4) Divorce, 5) Ape crawling.
A pencil sharpt:mer up a woman's legs.
See no evil: 1) Wife and hubby glancing at middle lady, 2) Hubby with
middle lady, 3) Hubby alone.
After WWII, divorces have gone up. Women working. Trouble.
Cut up your dinner. Eat with a heavy spoon, if there is a tremor.
When you open a garage/patio door, a strong growl from a dog is heard.
What progress to form clouds over forest fire, for rain?
Dinner for elderly, with no appetite, chopped up & mixed in electric mixer.
T-shirts with Velcro band in front, so you can add different sayings.
Grateful, perfect as I am with my lady friend.
Bottom half of sun glasses lighter.
Spray a different, pleasant smell on overhead fan and enjoy the aroma.
A little soap and water cleans glasses when you get up in A.M.
If a lady knows she is beautiful, why must she carry a small mirror in purse?
At red light, you left foot should be on the brake.
How to make up with wife, argument. Touch each other next day, then kiss.
Carry small yellow pages in car, to reach your type of mechanic, if stalled.
A belly laugh soon as your head hits the pillow before sleep.
For young baseball batters, throw a Frisbee, see if they hit it.
Just a picture of your lovely wife on your watch band. No numerals.
A showcase landing on the Moon with Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin ..
T-Shirts all tight around the neck.
Famous hero, like Gen. Patton holding up American flag to remember WWII.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 23, 2009
12,321. In your living room, a large map of America, bordered w/red, white & blue.
322. Paper cup-%" from top- of flat to prevent spills. Can still drink water/coffee.
323. Large, heavy coffee cup w/indented thumb spot along with holder. No tremor.
324. John Wayne jeans, double buckle straps, front & back. Picture of John Wayne.
325. Bikini kitchen towel.
326. Spray driver in Iraq/ Afghanistan and our own border to prevent suicide bombers.
327. If no bifocals, many different new designs for glasses.
328. If your ship sinks, bigger circular rafts to protect feet.
329. Or, you can inflate your raft to protect body and feet while floating.
330. Toothpick held by artificial bird, & also whitens teeth at kitchen table.
331. Seniors in wheelchair give out candies to start conversation on his/her birthday.
332. Man's face on T-shirt, with the word "Clunker".
333. Man's water bottle always carried in car, shaped like bikini.
334. Decal on back of all cars, "Safety first" or "Drive carefully."
335. Insignia of baseball/football teams stamped on hands/ face after paying for game.
336. If nuts are too hard to chew, soften in water.
337. Cameras in restaurant to please customers. Quick photos. You leave tip.
338. When come to red light which lasts one minute, do creative thinking.
339. Is there danger facing microwave when you open the door?
340. Cup of tasty, nutritious soup with McDonald's hamburger inside.
341 . Alarm bell on top of pool fence to alert family kids are in danger.
342. Mat in shower at one end thicker for soap to clean feet.
343. When shoelaces are tighter, it springs up the arch support.
344. Pocket on men' s dinner jacket shows hankie the same color as tie.
345. Pedometer shows how many miles you walked, even with dancing.
346, For cops, first shot at bad guys is warning (even showing blood), 2"d shot real.
347. Shoelaces for ladies sneakers, are black & the other side red. Decorative.
348. Jeweler can tighten ladies rings if fingers get thinner.
349. A man's ring when he ages to 80, should show his age up till whenever.
350. Man's thick belt with jeans can put 1" circular slogans.
351. A religious cross printed on purse, perhaps to stop theft.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 27,2009
12,352.
353.
354.
355.
356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
362.
363.
364.
365.
366.
367.
368.
369.
370.
371.
3 72.
3 73.
374.
375.
376.
3 77.
378.
379.
380.
38 1.
382.

Combination Cross and Jewish star worn as necklace, above cleavage.
Create while reading magazines in doctors office. Might lower pressure.
To hold purse, fingers fit into purse glove on top of purse.
The nose piece on ladies glasses, same color as lipstick.
Sign: "No water or coffee near computer keyboard."
Two forks fastened together for extra weight, if you have tremor.
A piano k~yboard al base of yow- computer keyboard, 2" long.
Pause a lot dancing with partner. Let her wiggle. Just hold w/left hand.
People can be sleeping during the day, yet active in the evening hours.
Cell phone which works with press of a button on dash is O.K. to use.
Ads in newspaper should add, "Put on shopping list."
Phony thin strip to part hair in center or sides. Ladies and men.
Spray the driver, who may be suicide bomber, before. Anti-destructive spray.
Or, also spray inside of truck/car to affect bomb carrying passengers.
Two hankies in man's back pocket. One, to help stop bleeding.
Women leaving Mall at night pretend talking into C-phone, but it's a stun gun.
Bottle of medical liniment, the cap is soft enough to apply to wound.
Why can't a force be in front of forest fire, to repel fames backwards?
Fuller, shapelier lips cap be achieved for ladies with thin lips.
Ladies to use men's skin toner to help remove their wrinkles.
Almonds, nut cracker on kitchen table.
When washing face in bathroom, put glasses in case so they will not fall.
A live, beautiful plant in your home, a stick tells you when you last watered.
A "Dust glove" to clean windows without water.
The 5-gallon pail springs you up when on knees cleaning kitchen floor.
A moist roll of toilet paper.
Why don't ladies use a touch of black hair, like Jay Leno, for their gray hair?
A doodle board for 3-5 yr. olds, easily erased, then try again.
A large spoon along with fork for eating salad.
"Born in 1921. Can you count that high?" On my T-shirt.
A rainbow mobile, 2 or 3 hanging from skylight.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 30, 2009
12,393.
394.
395.
396.
397.
398.
399.
400.
401 .
402.
403.
404.
405.
406.
407.
408.
409.
410.
411.
412.
413.
414.
415.
416.
417.
418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.

C-phone wrist band while you drive.
License plates numerals should glow at night. Shimmer from back light.
Large numerals which glow in the dark at doorway of home.
Spray moisture on dust brush, to clean windows without water.
Under cap visor, a hinge to apply sunglasses, that can be raised or lowered.
Artificial flowers on kitchen table, each morning a new design.
Step aside when you open microwave blast.
Stand in front of heat sensitive mirror. Which will show body aches, apply Rx.
Adjust Lady of Justice scale evenly every night when you have a good day.
Remington razor, use one blade only, then the other two. Raise the one.
Plastic calf model, to keep stretching socks at calves while you are sleeping.
Even if something is wrong with car, press 1,2,3 buttons to get you started.
If everyone drives 25-30 mph, like Sun City, less chances of accidents.
The heavier the new cars are, the less they will speed and crash.
Take credit cards out of wallet/purse, when shopping. Prevent stealing.
Apply stiff ring and wrist band if using keyboard to prevent aches.
Light flash and hom sounds on and off when backing car out of garage.
A small keyboard which can be used for wheelchair patients.
Wear binoculars over your glasses at ball game.
When wallet is lost or stolen, quickly report to bank & police for advice.
Double size man's belt. Soft. %"fold open then can be 1 W' wide.
Double size holes for man's belt. Feels looser driving car or eating.
Why must children graduating high school go to college?
Chocolate golfball to chew on while playing game. Not for pros.
If man's wallet is stolen, can be destroyed totally by key chain button.
Sandpaper the last four number on your credit card by keychain device, if stolen.
Hold two hands on water/coffee cup to drink.
A zipper instead of a button for small front pocket on men' s pants.
Buy the same things in supermarket week after week, & you get 10% off.
Twist & lock in bottom of golf club. It's fun to try different angles. Not for pros.
Obama speech to children in school, should have translation at bottom of T.V.
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